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Ordering from the CATALOG

Address orders to the supplier given with the item (unless you know of a better one if you do, let us know).

If the price listed is not 'postpaid', consult post office or express agency for cost of shipping from supplier's location to yours.

Add state sales tax if transaction is within your state.

Send check or money order with your order.

Blank order envelopes are provided at the back of the CATALOG for your convenience and so that suppliers have some idea of the CATALOG's effect on their business — strong enough it may result in price or service advantages to CATALOG users.

If the supplier gives you poor service, let us know. That information can be added to his review.

With some indicated items the CATALOG also will ship. There is no price difference with the service; the CATALOG gets the markup instead of the other guy, is all. For west coast orders it may mean faster service.

Generally, the closer the supplier is to you, the quicker and cheaper the shipping will be. If the item you're getting is dearer or if you are in a hurry, air express is a good deal. Anything overseas do by air, unless you want to wait a month or so for delivery.

Subscribing to the CATALOG

$8.00 per year. This includes fall and spring issues of the CATALOG and four Supplements. Subscription forms are at the back. Memorize your zip code.

Suggesting and Reviewing

The validity of the information in the CATALOG is only as good as the transmitted experience of users. What would you add to the current CATALOG?

The CATALOG pays its reviewers $10 an item for: getting familiar with the item, its usefulness, and its competition; evaluating the item; selecting samples of graphics or text (with page references) for the review; writing a 100-300 word review.

Reviewers and first-suggestors of items are credited in the CATALOG. When requested, the reviewer's or suggestor's address may be included.

We invite reviews that improve on present reviews or accompany suggestions for new items. On acceptance for publication reviewers are paid $10 per accepted review. Unused reviews are not returned. Appearance of submitted material doesn't matter unless it is meant to be camera-ready.

Corresponding

Commentary from CATALOG users that is of general interest, and not a specific review, is published in the CATALOG. Unsolicited comments, new design processes, no-cash techniques, news of specific enterprises, useful fantasies, design student work, time and trouble shortcuts, new uses for common or exotic materials, other rashness for the CATALOG to consider, etc., etc. — welcome.

Donating

Portola Institute, Inc. is a tax-exempt, non-profit corporation. Donations to Portola or the CATALOG may be deducted. Retaining subscriptions to the CATALOG are $25 for one year ($17 tax deductible). Sustaining subscriptions are $100 per year ($22 tax deductible). Names of retaining and sustaining subscribers are given in the CATALOG.

Gifts and Informal Resale

CATALOGs and supplements are available in quantities of 5 or more at 25% discount. Thus you can get 5 CATALOGs for $15, sell four, keep one, and come out $1 ahead. There is no quantity discount on subscriptions.

Formal Resale

At present the CATALOG and supplement is distributed by Book People, 2010 7th St., Berkeley, CA 94710 (415 549-3033). Terms are 30% in Northern California, 40% elsewhere (the difference is to help defray shipping costs).

The WHOLE EARTH CATALOG is presently in the market for a national distributor.

Advertising

Suppliers, manufacturers, creators of listed items are eligible to advertise in the CATALOG. They may advertise only an item listed or their own catalog. All ads are placed at the back of the book. There are no ads in the Supplement.

CATALOG Policy with Suppliers and Users

The CATALOG is under no obligation to suppliers. Users are under no obligation to the CATALOG.

Suppliers (manufacturers, creators, etc.) may not buy their way into the CATALOG. Free samples, etc. are cheerfully accepted by CATALOG researchers, response not predictable. No payment for listing is asked or accepted. We owe accurate information exchange to suppliers, but not favors.

Our obligation is to CATALOG users and to ourselves to be good tools for one another.
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Whole Systems

Buckminster Fuller

The insights of Buckminster Fuller initiated this Catalog.

Among his books listed here, his most recent is probably The Buckminster Fuller Best Introduction. It's a succinct summary of what's been going on in his mind for many a year and what's on his mind now: how he maintains and arranges his interest. Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth.

Of the other, larger, books, Nine Cities to the Moon is his earliest and most openly metaphysical, The Uninhabited Island his most, and Ideas and Integrities his most personal. No More Secondhand God the most beautiful. Nine Chains to the Moon is his most recent, and his most destructive tactics. Fuller's lectures have a casual, spontaneous, self-contained air. He talks about a lot of things, and because the same notions take on different uses when re-appropriated from different angles or with different contexts, Fuller's lectures have a rich repetitiveness which continues endless improvisation full of convergent surprises.

Some are put off by his language, which makes demands on your head like suddenly discovering an extra engine in your car—do you ever do it, and if you do, Fuller says it's well. He's spent two years silent, and the other language got him in trouble, and he returned to human communication with a redesigned instrument.

I am God in the instrument and the mechanisms that you see. I am the vast, infinite, more infinitely than the limited sensory departments of the human observer. And that thing observes the causation of man's most developed and his most effective image. This is the way I see the world through sufficient love.

For I am love as well as in whom which mechanisms are, unseemed, unbounded, unbrided, unnumbered, untrained tongues, untaught, unnumbered, untrained tongues, spontaneous and autonomous radiant.

The instrument has come to see on fire from the trees. It has seen aridity, weather the expressions, teach, teach, rules will be understood. Only last year's sports and the perennials' dead and the soil will not be there when the next spring brings fresh growth and the free-spirited flowers.

Hate is a God-purpose for God, it works, and is very well, too, with its purpose or improper, the instrument is an instrument, not the art, objective or intuitive. It is blocky, not the abstractions love commanded or construed, is not knowledge, not love, not the imagination, not the presentation, not the consciousness, not sociable passion, not God, the wielder, the instrument, the conduction of the unharmed recording of the about. unlimited, unknown of the energy, and there is some sense of a great need, not outside of a material or emotional aura but out of meaning, into meaning, into meaning, into meaning, into meaning, into meaning. Necessary is love.

The only thesaurus and antithesis are dispelled. And the Thought utilized through to tomorrow which is one today. The thinking of the I and you and I, and I think Buckminster is to be Christopher or to be a mind. The answer is Buckminster Fuller is to be a mind. And the I and you aren't being fantastic? And Buckminster Fuller isn't I.

All expressions instant of the past were inherently developed into the present. I am language into a "second-hand" instrument. Therefore it will be an entirely new era when the instruments are confronted with direct experience with an objective purpose. The instrument is a mythological antecedent that is all that he is discovering. [No More Secondhand God]
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The Population Bomb

There’s still time coming. Not a nice clean earthquake or satisfying revolution but pain in new dimensions: world pain, as communities that struggle and co-exist that can’t avoid each other. The consequences will follow our lives. In the heart of the problem are the solutions, and the sooner we’re clear about what’s happening the sooner the solutions can work their way out. This book is the best first hard look at this. The author is a well-regarded young population biologist and ecologist who freaked out of his lab hard look that’s around. The author is a well-regarded young

lives. In the heart of the problem are the solutions, and the

sub-continents that starve and sub-continents that eat unable

satisfying revolution but pain in new dimensions: world pain,

The Population Bomb

Famine 1975!

Population Bomb has the

time, is what this book is all about.

The battle to feed all of humanity is over. In the

1970’s the world will suffer famines—hundreds of

million people are going to starve to death in spite of all

sympathy programs embarked upon now. At this late date, the

only programs will only provide a stay of execution unless they are

decorated by determined and successful efforts at population control. Population control is the

conscious regulation of the numbers of human beings to permit the needs of the needs of the

individuals and the individual families, but of society as a whole.

Nothing could be more misleading to our existence than our present
trend of unrestrained population growth. They will inherit a

totally different world, a world in which the

standards, prices, and economics of the 1960’s are

dead. As the most powerful nations in the world today, and the largest consumer, the United States
cannot stand isolated. We are today in the event leading to tension; tomorrow we may be

constrained by its consequences.

We are today in the event leading to tension; tomorrow we may be

constrained by its consequences.

Remember also that in virtually all underdeveloped countries, people have gotten the word about

the better life is possible to live. They have seen
colored pictures in magazines of the wonder

of Western technology. They have seen automobiles

and airplanes. They have seen American and European

movies. Many have seen refrigerators, stoves, and—
even TV sets. Almost all have heard transistor

radios. They know there is a better life is possible.

They have what we like to call "kitchen expectations." If these are

many people are as to be happy, the miracle

of doubling what they now have will not be enough.

It will only maintain today’s standard of living.

There will have to be a real growth over the years. Needless
to say, they are not going to be happy.

I think that the rate of soil degradation will

accelerate as the food crisis intensifies. Ecologists

will be ordered more and more as things price, it is

safe to assume that our use of synthetic pesticides,

already massive, will increase.

Coverage over all of OPU has been included on 10" x

category many squares miles of miles. It includes

reviews relates to the number. The numbers which are the most

are listed in the book, but the others were not

the OPU. There you have a list of points, and

more profits for the agricultural chemist industry

fighting these environmental groups on their own creation.

What’s more, time is a growing problem. The

world has developed with which to do better

in God, wonderful livestock—cattle, producing

The Times Atlas of the World

"A world removed must be a world removed." That

intelligent dictum was issued in the end of World War II by Lord

Northcliffe, projector of The Times of London. It didn’t

work for some who did not. The Times Survey

Agent of the world, with cartographic by John Bartlett of

Edinburgh, was issued in 1891, and was recognized

immediately as one of the finest efforts ever printed. The

tradition has been continued, and the Times

Comprehensive Edition—"the best place for an English-

reading person to find where in the world something

is located. The book also has a unique quality to convey the

feel of the world. It measures 10” x 12” x 7”, weighs 11

pounds, and contains 588 pages, of which 240 are
double-page spread of superb color and beauty. The index

gazetteer includes more than 200,000 entries, incomprehensible

more any other atlas of the world, and the entries are

tabled by individually most words by

latitude and longitude as well (a feature offered by no other

atlas). Despite the huge number of places named, the

maps are extraordinarily light, and they are most clearly free of the

pink purple-wash political emphasis offered by older
cartographers. Some of the place names may seem strange
to American readers, because the atlas follows the rules of the

Permanent Committee of Geographical Names. This

national-body political strictly that places should be

places, and all other names are used as they are

generally is unfamiliar, the traditional anglicized name

is also given, in parentheses.


published in the United States by Brighton

Company, Boston, Massachusetts. It is duplicated, by

generous permission, by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, and

found in an appropriately grandiose limp and claimed.

It costs $45, and it will make anything else on your coffee

table seem puny, as the whole world shows.

The Population Bomb

Dr. Paul R. Ehrlich

$0.95 postpaid

Can’t-be-saved

Can’t-be-saved
Population, Evolution, and Birth Control

Once you’ve woken up to the population squeeze and the brinkness of coast of your fellow men, it’s worth looking around. Garrett Hardin has assembled a strong selection of eyes to look around with. Here are the ingredients for understanding. Now, how do we get the mule’s attention?

The rest of the night I lay there sleepless, trapped between the quavering human cry in the night and the cold fact that forced me to know I could not save him of the thousands of others whose cries I could not hear. The next morning they came and told us that the beggar was dead.

Gerald Warfield

Man’s Domain

I scarcely believe it. An inexpensive, paperback, lightweight but complete World Atlas that skips all the political planetary purple stuff and goes straight to the guts: climate, minerals, agriculture, population, languages, food forms, ocean forms—all the remorseless facts that have been invisible to most of humanity until recently. Nice work, McGraw-Hill, you whipped McLean-Hill, you whipped Rand-McNally and Hammond at their own game. Now here about a globe that does the same thing? (Like it’s physical geography with the inside light off; dynamic geography-climate, immigration, population—when you turn the light on.) Hmm, I see they do have a Geographic System—consisting of sets of transparencies for overhead projection onto a 36-inch inflatable outline globe. We’re going to press, too, to check it.

Iii

Population, Evolution, and Birth Control

Garrett Hardin, ed. 1964; 688 pp.

$2.95 postpaid

from

WHOLE EARTH CATALOG

Cosmic View

"The Unseen in 40 Jumps" is the sub-title of the book. It defines.

The man who conceived and rendered it, a Dutch scholiast named Kees Boeke, gave years of work to perfecting the information in his pictures. The result is one of the most splendid, most thorough, inescapable mind blows ever printed. Your mind and you advance in and out through the universe, changing scale by a factor of ten. It very quickly becomes hard to breath, and you realize how magnitude-bound we’ve been.

Kees Boeke

$4.50 postpaid

from

WHOLE EARTH CATALOG
Apollo 8

One of the best films we've ever seen is available on loan free from NASA. It's called "Debrief: Apollo 8," it's 28 minutes long, 16mm, color, sound. (But skip the sound—pedestrian and obvious; instead put something rich on the record player—Steve Miller's "Children of The Future" makes exquisite synch with "Debrief: Apollo 8"). The film is well shot and superbly edited. In it are transcendent sequences of weightlessness, remote blue Earth, Nevada Moon travelling by. The splashdown on dawn Pacific is mythic.

Inquire at nearest NASA offices, or write Les Gaver Chief, Audio Visual Branch Public Information Division National Aeronautics and Space Administration Washington, D.C. 20546

Earth Photographs

NASA SP-129 is a half of a book. Two hundred forty-three full page color photographs of our planet from the Gemini flights of 1965. If it were a Sierra Club book, and it could be, it would cost $25. It costs $7.

There are numerous discoveries in the book. One is that this beautiful place is scarcely inhabited and scarcely inhabitable.

Full Earth

Mandela Earth, the high noon color Image shot from a synchronous satellite over South America on November 1967, available as a poster from WHOLE EARTH CATALOG for $2. It's the same as the cover of the Fall '68 CATALOG, only 22" x 27". An order for five or more gets 50% discount.

Earth Photographs from Gemini III, IV, and V.

Exploring Space With a Camera

The Gemini photos book (above) is purer, but this new book of pictures from NASA really is better for understanding the whole systems of Earth, Earth-Moon, and Solar System. All of the outstanding photographs, color and black & white, up through Apollo 7 are here in one family album, with unusually complete information on what can be discovered in the images. It's NASA's bid for your interest in next steps in the real space odyssey. It's convincing.

Exploring Space With a Camera

The Gemini photos book (above) is purer, but this new book of pictures from NASA really is better for understanding the whole systems of Earth, Earth-Moon, and Solar System. All of the outstanding photographs, color and black & white, up through Apollo 7 are here in one family album, with unusually complete information on what can be discovered in the images. It's NASA's bid for your interest in next steps in the real space odyssey. It's convincing.
The World From Above

Close-up glamor shots of the Earth. Mystery shots (What is that? What's our altitude above it, 10 feet or 10,000?) (Fold out captions tell all.) Good traffic flow pattern shots; surface anatomy of civilization. Not a bad compendium; it'll do until they reprint E.A. Gutkind's Our World From the Air.

$7.50 postpaid

Hill and Wang, Inc.
141 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10010

or

WHOLE EARTH CATALOG

Hannes Reich

1966; 88 pictures

Surface Anatomy

This book is included as a companion piece to the Earth picture books. The whole lovely system of the human creature, seen from without, surface by surface, is here. One of its main revelations is how cliché ridden our usual views of ourselves are — we are still not good with mirrors (satellites were up 10 years before we got a full view of the Earth). Posing friends and neighbors, with a simple light set-up and a damn camera, Joseph Royce has shot the most beautiful human album I know.

$12.50 postpaid

F.A. Davis Company
1914 Cherry Street
Philadelphia, Pa 19103

or

WHOLE EARTH CATALOG
PORTOLA INSTITUTE was established in 1966 as a nonprofit corporation to encourage, organize, and conduct innovative educational projects. The Institute relies for support on private foundations and public agencies, to whom specific project proposals are submitted.

Because Portola Institute is a private organization with no need to produce profits or guarantee "success", it can experiment with new and unusual educational projects that would be difficult to administer within more structured organizations. For this reason the staff and facilities of the Institute are deliberately kept small and flexible.

Within its framework a wide variety of projects dealing with innovative education can be created as people with ideas are able to interest people with funds. New projects are always being considered, both within the existing divisions and programs, and within as yet unexplored realms of the learning experience.
"The flow of energy through a system acts to organize that system."